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Modernize, Automate & Outperform
Multi-Tiered IT Services & Solutions that Transform the Game

We are a global player in next-generation digital solutions & services that modernize, automate and transform enterprise 

applications. With over 17 years of experience, we have been enabling our clients globally to steer their digital 

transformation strategy using AI, Data, & Cloud. We build & develop smart & sustainable solutions to help our customers 

transform their conventional processes to match the next-generation technological trend. We have a strong presence in 

the US, Europe, and Middle East, where we serve multiple ultra-large organizations as well as SMBs from various sectors 

such as Public Sector, CPG, Energy, BFSI, Healthcare, etc.

We specialize in New-age AI solutions, Migration & Modernization, Data & Analytics, Digital Workplace Solutions. We 

have transformed several reputed enterprises globally, including many Fortune 500. With our multi-skilled experts and 

packaged AI accelerators, we deliver unparalleled efficiencies and accelerate time-to-value for our customers.



An enterprise chatbot building accelerator platform that

platform that garners business performance through

adapt to your system will transcend all your expectations from a

BotCore’s self-service option and minimal feed time (4 weeks) to

different use cases that enterprises can then deploy.

employee/customer experience. Our chatbots can acclimate to

manage customized chatbots, & helps in creating exceptional

empowers organizations to create, build, train, deploy, and

An enterprise chatbot building accelerator platform that

process as per your requirements.

Subsequently, it automates and finally accelerates the migration

your business needs and recommending a blueprint for migration.

business-critical applications with ease. It starts with assessing

Appcelerate assists organizations with building and deploying

ONE ACCELERATOR AT A TIME
VALUE PREPOSITIONS: REVOLUTIONIZING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION,

accelerators:

Our proven framework of automation solutions and AI-driven managed services are a bundle of the following

solutions drive their transformation journeys.

The above guiding principles help our customers gain customized solutions that are robust and risk-free. These

Efficiency. Agility. Enhanced ROIs.



evaluate, prioritize and select ideas.

your employees. It provides a platform to submit ideas, collaborate,

from anyone, anywhere. It helps capture the innovative ideas of

you capture, collaborate, evaluate, refine, select, and nurture ideas

Wave is an intuitive and engaging idea management software, helps

on-premise or going online!

decision within 4 hours, in case you are confused about staying

The best part? You can make a data-backed and objectively analyzed

to it.

optimal environment for migration and mitigate the risks in relation

recommendations on a plethora of value drivers, you can decide the

identifying innovative possibilities with your new platform. Using our

Our in-house migration and governance solution is the avenue to

end-to-end resource sharing system, and Mesh delivers.

organizations are looking for a one-stop transparent and

matter where they fall on the corporate hierarchy. Most

This single platform should be the go-to for every employee, no

interface to fulfill this goal using Azure Cognitive Search Services.

enterprise-wide discoverability, Mesh provides an intuitive

modern organization. With its customized tools and

A collaborative digital workplace has become the goal for every

the end-to-end framework you need to emerge as a market leader.

With the vision of “minimum spend, maximum ROI,” Compass is

align with your business objectives.

Analytics to generate promotions and insights that will perfectly

optimization solution. It utilizes Machine Learning and Advanced

Compass is a uniquely curated single-suit trade promotion

Employee Essential Apps

this Suite supports the creation of the perfect hybrid workplace.

Hybrid work environments have become the theme since 2020, and

potential.

teams across the board can collaborate and deliver to their highest

simplifies and streamlines office operation requirements so that

This all-inclusive Suite facilitates a conducive work environment. It



Chatbots and Virtual Assistants.

Using Conversational AI Middleware to Build

Applications.

Market Insight: Address GDPR Compliance With AI

by Separating Training and Machine Learning.

Clarify Strategy & Tactics for Artificial Intelligence

Commerce.

That Will Distinguish Next-Generation Digital

Market Trends: Three Conversational AI Trends

Survey of Packaged Intranet Solutions

Some More Mentions -Gartner

° Hype Cycle for HR Technology, 202¢

° Hype Cycle for Hybrid Work, 202¢

° Hype Cycle for HR Transformation, 2023

Gartner
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° The Chatbots For IT Operations Landscape, Q3 202Æ

° Chatbots And Virtual Assistants Can Help B2B 

Organizations Close The Digital Experience Gap

Forrester

“Mesh from @Acuvate is a well-featured intranet with 

streamlined content management capability, integrated 

social tools and exciting power-ups”

Clear Box Consulting

WHEN OUR CUSTOMERS WIN, WE DO TOO

customers and the technology ecosystem.

software services and AI accelerators and the trust instilled in us by

Our accomplishments are a testimony of our advancement in

our work in various domains.
We have won multiple accolades and mentions for

https://www.facebook.com/AcuvateSoftware
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acuvate/mycompany/
https://twitter.com/Acuvate
https://www.instagram.com/acuvate/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Acuvatesoftwarehq
https://acuvate.com/
mailto:info@acuvate.com
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